Designing Airport Interiors with 3D Visualizations
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ABSTRACT

Understanding of user-centered design incorporate the need to include users and stakeholders in the design process from early on, employing visual and ‘enactment’ principles and approaches. Virtual Reality (VR) and 3D visualizations offer such opportunities for enhanced ‘enactments’ of proposed designs through immersion. Within PASSME H2020 European project, 3D design visualizations for novel concepts for an airport interior were developed and tested early on with users to identify the best interior design principles among the alternatives considered to reduce passenger stress, waiting times and improve overall Passenger Experience (PAX).
Case Study Contributions:
Advocating the value the VR and 3D visualization technologies can bring in user-centered design approaches for the interior design of complex mobility hubs such as airports
Demonstrating the successful elicitation of requirements and evaluation of proposed airport interior design by passengers themselves
Contribute to establishing guidelines for human-centered interior design developments

PASSME: The research presented in this paper was conducted as part of a Horizon2020 EU-funded project called PASSME (Personalised Airport Systems for Seamless Mobility and Experience) [12].

Using the potential of VR, concepts were tested with users and we identified passenger emotional and design-driven responses to boarding gates and lounge visualizations to inform the iterative development of in-situ passenger-centric interventions. We elicited both emotional, practical and operational needs and requirements for improving PAX within airports and found out that users can use VR to imagine interaction scenarios within the proposed design products.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human Computer Interaction (HCI) → Interaction Paradigms; Virtual reality
• Human-centered computing → Interaction Design; Empirical studies in interaction design
• Human-centered computing → Human Computer Interaction (HCI) → HCI Design and Evaluation Methods; User Studies
• Human-centered computing → Visualization; Visualization design and evaluation methods;
• Human-centered computing → Interaction Design → Interaction Design Process and Methods; User centered design
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1 INTRODUCTION
The value of utilizing immersive technologies such as Virtual Reality (VR) and 3D visualizations in the design and evaluation process has increased in recent years [6, 2]. This is usually because they allow to understand human behavior, interactions and experiences when engaging with such environments and they elicit information regarding any differences in interaction styles between them. By ‘simulating’ characteristics of the product prototype and visualizing it in such a manner, users are able to immerse not only within the product features but also get a further understanding of the potential in-situ context [6]. The main reason behind this is mainly due to the fact that such technologies have been found to support additional evaluation and feedback mechanisms (e.g. in regards to a designed product or prototype) that provide insights related to behavioral, physiological and cognitive interactions and characteristics [11]. There is existing research focusing on the utilization of VR and 3D visualizations in domains of training, learning and navigating e.g. [9]. However, limited studies have been arguing the value of VR and 3D visualizations as media for supporting design and user-centered design focusing mainly on either collaborative tasks (e.g. [8, 2]), manufacturing (e.g. [3]) or
hospital interior design (e.g. [4]). More recently, research in 3D visualizations to support airport security operations and gates (e.g. [7]) has emerged focusing on simulations. Considering the limited research in using 3D visualizations to support user-centered design for airport interiors to enhance passenger experience (PAX) and UX, the present research focuses on airport interior design, acknowledging the challenges, complexities and opportunities for enhancing UX and PAX for a seamless journey. Recent surveys (e.g. [5, 1]) suggest that passengers exhibit a wide range of different emotions when at airport, depending on what stage (i.e. check-point) they are within their airport journey. Indeed, PAX at airports appears to be a sum of different factors, which include both the physical environment – i.e. the look and feel of the premises – as well as the processes and encounters between people. In PASSME [10] we focused on enhancing passengers experience at airports, through optimizing interiors, luggage flow and offering real-time personalized information. In the remaining sections of the paper, we are discussing the design process adopted within our present research and highlight key findings.

2 THE DESIGN PROCESS METHOD

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of these design-focused studies was to identify user and passenger (as our participants were both users of our 3D visualizations and airport passengers) impressions, needs and evaluations of proposed airport interior visualizations through the utilization of immersive technologies such as VR. The proposed visualizations aimed to improve PAX when passengers reside or go through airport complexes such as security areas, lounges, gates and check-in. The main objective was to capture user feedback when exposed to a series of airport interior visualization prototypes designed by Alma design. The prototypes were developed within PASSME project and used different design principles as guidelines for the interior design of four specific airport areas / touchpoints: welcome area and check-in; baggage drop off; security; boarding gates.

The design of the prototypes started by the layout of the areas, trying to provide passengers with unobstructed views of the information displays, shaped in elevated circular displays. The circular layouts were also found to potentially promote social interaction between users and improve circulation. The concepts were developed around certain design guidelines, such as the use of round, soft shaped furniture, neutral colors and reference to natural elements to promote the biophilia effect [4] - where environments rich in nature view and imagery are proved to reduce stress and enhance focus and concentration. With the objective of optimizing processes and enhancing PAX, the welcome area featured a circular layout seating area, curved furniture and self-check-in devices. This area worked as a meeting point, promoting sociability between passengers (Fig. 1). The luggage handling area (drop-off) featured circular islands with drop-off hardware and user interface for passengers. This layout was designed to promote informal queuing, easy flow of passengers and featured a large central display of information (Fig. 2). The Security area is based on a layout where curved furniture (for tray retrieval) and circular furniture (featuring nature elements) help distribute passengers around the unpacking areas. The Boarding Gates area featured a semi-circular layout in which passengers could
Participants: Twelve individuals took part in this evaluation study \( M_{\text{age}} = 32 \) years old; 5 Male, 7 Female; Age range: 23-62; Background: academic, non-academic, admin and students; All experienced flyers (>5 years). All participants were reimbursed with £10 Amazon vouchers. Ethics approval was gained through the University of Nottingham, Department of Engineering, Ethics Committee.

In six interactive sessions (of 2 people each) participants had to use the 360° google cardboard prototypes (both at the same time within each session) to view the visualizations and comment upon them through questionnaires and open discussion. They were informed about the study and VR usage (including risks). Once consented, participants used Google Cardboards to view the same 360° airport interior visualizations in each phase (see Fig. 4 and 5 for examples). During viewing, participants discussed their experience, feelings and impressions of the airport interiors amongst themselves. Once finished with viewing, participants completed a questionnaire that included a number of 7-point subjective attitude scales (ranging from: ‘unhappy’-‘happy’; ‘calm’-‘excited’; ‘controlled’-‘in-control’; ‘unpleasant’-‘pleasant’; ‘negative’-‘positive’) regarding demographics, the visualizations, comfort and incentives for use. Sessions were audio-recorded.
4 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Negative Emotional Responses

The results are being presented below under the themes emotional responses (negative, positive, neutral) as well as emerged needs following a light thematic analysis approach. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean responses as given by participants when exposed to ‘boarding area 1’ (Fig. 4) and Tables 3 and 4 show the mean responses for ‘boarding area 2’ (Fig. 5) 3D (i.e. 360o). The waiting boarding area close to the bar exhibited less control, lower happiness levels and aesthetics and more confusion as to that they were expected to do in a space as represented in the image (Fig. 4). While participants were able to understand that this visualization represented a seating area, it was not clear to them what this seating area was for, emphasizing the need for interior design cues to understand the surrounding space. The waiting boarding area close to kids’ area, on the other hand, triggered more happiness, higher levels of control and lower levels of confusion as its purpose seemed evident to participants.

4.2 Positive Emotional Responses

It appeared that the visualization of the waiting boarding area close to the kids’ area (Fig. 5) inspired more control and happiness to participants. An explanation provided by participants for this response was that the kids’ area can provide notes of relaxation just before boarding while at the same time it can potentially relax both parents and kids as the latter are playing while parents can occupy themselves otherwise as well. Participants acknowledged that 3D visualizations can potentially be very important artefacts and ways to ‘experience’ a space as they allow more dimensions in movement. Participant 10 (P10) particularly said that for interior design solutions it is important to be able to immerse into the space as it somehow changes the way things are imagined (See ‘Participant Quotes’). It seems that the use of 3D visualizations could have a potential to open up new ‘cases’ and ‘scenarios’ for users and designers to consider within a participatory and user-centered design setting. Furthermore, participants selected more words to describe the interior design representing the waiting boarding area near the kids’ area (Fig. 5) (Table 4) by reporting that it felt minimal, futuristic but also traditional and natural. They also rated Fig. 5 (i.e. waiting boarding area close to the bar) as being minimal and futuristic only. It seems that for the visualization that they felt happiest and more relaxed with (i.e. Fig. 4), familiarity, potential for utility (i.e. relaxation for both parents and kids) alongside with minimalism and futurism (i.e. something being ‘of the future’) appear to be important factors for responding positively to an interior design approach (e.g. see ‘Participant quotes’).

4.3 Neutral Emotional Responses

As seen on Tables 1 and 2, participants overall reported mostly average responses (around M=4.00) in regards to the emotions that the waiting area (i.e. boarding area) visualizations exhibited to them.
Table 4: Participant Responses on Boarding Gate area visualization (Fig. 5) – environment adjectives/characteristics and confusion levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment characteristics</th>
<th>Confusion in the scene (Disagree/Agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Futuristic (5)</td>
<td>3.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participant Quotes:

P1: “It is fun looking at these [3D visualizations], it would be nice to be a bit more interactive with the stuff in there”

P3: “It is nice to see space for kids, in that, I mean, it is easy to get them occupied with something different other than smartphones (…) not sure how noisy that would be and disruptive for others (…)”

P6: “It is nice but annoying also because you look up and you see nothing (…) it would be nice if it was a more complete model, I would like to see and experience that”

P10: “Seeing it through google cardboard makes me feel nice, well provided I do not get dizzy or so, it makes me think of what would happen if I go over there"

Participant 3 acknowledged both positive and challenging points of this design proposal (Fig. 5) highlighting that it would potentially be good for parents and children but not necessarily enjoyable by other passengers that are solo or need to work, highlighting the social context of the surroundings.

4.4 Emerged Needs

In regards to the use of 3D, participants emphasized the potential value of such technologies to support user-centered and agile design processes but also discussed about the ‘playfulness’ it promotes within the process as Participant 1 (P1) suggests (see ‘Participant Quotes’). Participant 6 (P6) pointed out as well that because the experience in 3D is indeed immersive, it would be beneficial to test designs with different ‘realism’ levels – it somehow creates an ‘anticipation’ and ‘want more’ experience (see ‘Participant Quotes’). According to participants, signage within the visualized proposed designs are important, however, they highlighted the use of alternatives (e.g. mobile applications and smartphones) as providing opportunities for de-cluttering the physical informational space within airports. For example, a way to avoid multiple co-located signage (that may confuse passengers) would be to provide personalized travel information (e.g. personal wayfinding and pathway to airport touch points) on the mobile screen and as needed by each passenger individually. This, by no means, suggests that signs should be dismissed from the airports, instead, indoor airport signage should focus on the most important landmark information signage avoiding confusion by having duplicate (and sometimes conflicting) signage. Participants also suggested that information needs within such indoor spaces (e.g. waiting areas and boarding gates) may indeed vary depending on the mode of travel and the type of co-passengers. For example, if traveling with a group of people that may include vulnerable individuals such as children or older individuals, information about time becomes even more mandatory so that any information as to how much time is left to board (or to need to go from point A to point B) is appreciated. So, within the context of the present 3D visualizations, information points (or stands) embedded within the indoor design could be useful for creating an atmosphere of constant awareness, realism and safety. Information provision, indeed, at any point while at airports, appears to be a fundamental feature of airport interior design. Participants who viewed the visualizations above expressed the need to have visually displayed information about their flight status and their needs alongside the proposed interior design elements. For example, in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, participants noticed the lack of any information provided apart from the signs indicating ‘kids’ area’ and ‘bar’. Furthermore, even such signs were not considered enough to inspire them certainty as to where in their travel flow are (e.g. in terms of time left, in terms of whether they are at the right gate and in terms of where they can find additional facilities).

4.5 Discussion

Amongst our findings, it was identified that passengers required intuitive cues embedded in the airport design which pointed towards what services were available and information about their journey. In particular, they appreciated spaces that facilitated fun and relaxation, such as a children’s play area whereby passengers can de-stress. At the same time, however, they emphasized the need to receive personalized information about their travels (and their next steps) in such a way that they do not get
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‘cluttering’ and ‘decluttering’ interior spaces. Finally, in regards to PAX and UX, VR can provide different layers of personalization during the design phase where users can ‘build up’ scenarios personas (such as for PRMs and different modes of travel) to evaluate more and successfully and more ‘realistically’ proposed designs.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Results from this study demonstrated the need for interior design cues to understand the surrounding space and expressed the need for the presence of both aesthetic and utility principles when designing airport interiors. Furthermore, a balance between familiarity and novelty (or futurism) can provide the appropriate levels of impetus and exciting in using airport interiors and perceiving them positively. De-cluttering the physical informational space within airports is important and modern mobile technologies (and Virtual Reality – VR) can offer opportunities for providing such realizations. A key challenge that emerges within airport interior design is how to provide affordances for different passenger groups (e.g. PRMs, group travel etc.) without compromising space aesthetics and utility while support informational needs without creating additional cognitive or emotional demand to the passenger. A next step would be to start building up a set of guidelines for incorporating (more often) 3D visualizations and VR/AR within the design process and viewed both as design products but also as design tools that facilitate immersion and opportunities for new ‘preliminary’ interactions and generation of ‘immersive scenarios’ in a given context. As such, we posit that –especially in interior design- design processes should incorporate 3D prototypes to generate complementary impressions for a proposed product or space and track mood and emotional responses in both cases. This can be particularly important for complex ‘mobility hub’ interior spaces such as airports, train and bus stations where passengers engage in a number of different tasks that can influence their travel experience in multiple levels. The incorporation of tactile feedback would also be advantageous in providing an additional level of experience to the users as and when they immerse in the 3D visualizations.